Diffusion behaviours of oxygen and uranium were evaluated for bulk and grainboundaries of uranium dioxide using the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. It elucidated that oxygen behaved like liquid in superionic state at high temperatures and migrated on sublattice sites accompanying formation of lattice defects such as Frenkel defects at middle temperatures. Formation energies of Frenkel and Shottky defects were compared to literature data, and migration energies of oxygen and uranium were estimated by introducing vacancies into the supercell. For grain-boundaries (GB) modelled by the coincidence-site lattice theory, MD calculations showed that GB energy and diffusivities of oxygen and uranium increased with the misorientation angle. By analysing GB structures such as pair-correlation functions, it also showed that the disordered phase was observed for uranium as well as oxygen in GBs especially for a large misorientation angle such as Σ5 GB. Hence, GB diffusion was much larger than bulk diffusion for oxygen and uranium.
Molecular dynamics analysis of diffusion of uranium and oxygen ions in uranium dioxide

Introduction
Diffusion behaviours of actinides in oxide fuels are of importance in the safety management of nuclear fuels. For instance, their inhomogeneous distribution causes unfavourable issues such as local burn-up, lowering of melting point, lowering thermal conductivity, etc [1] . In addition, an oxygen distribution affects the chemical states of actinides and fission products, and changes themo-chemical properties [1, 2] . Actually, diffusions of actinides and oxygen in reactor fuels are caused under complex circumstances, that is, non-equilibrium state such as a large temperature gradient and an irradiation field. In order to understand such complex phenomena, to grasp the basic mechanism of diffusion under the equilibrium state is essential.
Experimental data have provided useful information for diffusions of oxygen [3] [4] [5] [6] and uranium [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] so far. However, those of other actinides such as plutonium and americium are very limited for both bulk [12] and grain-boundary (GB). Furthermore, compared to bulk diffusion, GB diffusion is not fully explained by experimental and theoretical methods [6, 10, 11] . In another paper, we will point out by the isothermal diffusion test that americium diffusion was almost greater than or equal to plutonium one in non-irradiated UO 2 and GB diffusion was relatively significant [13] . Therefore, as a first step of the investigation of the diffusion behaviours of actinides as well as oxygen in oxide fuels, uranium and oxygen diffusion behaviours in bulk and GBs of UO 2 were evaluated using the molecular dynamics (MD) simulation. 
Methodology
In the MD calculation, the interatomic potential function determines the motion of particles. Here, three types of the potential function were compared to investigate the effect on bulk diffusion. Following functions are the Born Mayer-Huggins (BMH) type potential with the partially ionic model, which consist of Coulomb, short-range, van der Waals and Morse terms.
Equation (1) [15] , and equation (2) has been recently used to simulate stoichiometric and non-stoichiometric UO 2 by Yakub et al. [16] . Above potential functions gave some successful results for thermal properties of UO 2 such as thermal expansion, heat capacity and thermal conductivity, etc., and especially Yakub potential gave the melting point comparable to experimental one [17] . Potential parameters (1) and (2) for above potential models were given elsewhere [14] [15] [16] .
Bulk diffusion study was done using the potential functions addressed above. In order to promote uranium diffusion and to evaluate the migration energies of uranium and oxygen, one pair of Shottky defect was introduced in some cases. GB diffusions were evaluated by the potential function given by Arima because it gives almost compatible activation energy of uranium diffusion rather than other potential functions as described later. Here, GB diffusions were explored for four types of GB structure, Σ41, Σ13, Σ5 and Σ29. Misorientation angles were 12.7°, 22.6°, 36.9° and 46.4°, respectively. These GBs were modelled by the coincidence-site lattice (CSL) theory. All MD calculations were performed in the NTP ensemble using the MXDORTO program [18] . Supercells consisting of 5×5×5 fluorite unit cells were prepared for calculations of bulk diffusions. For the GB diffusions, supercells consisting of 9840, 6240, 7200 and 6960 particles (sum of U and O ions) were prepared for Σ41, Σ13, Σ5 and Σ29 GB structures, respectively.
The self-diffusion coefficient is generally defined as Einstein's relation by MD calculation.
where MSD is the mean-square displacement, D the diffusion coefficient, t the time, ) (t r r the position of particle at t. Since the diffusion is considered to be the thermally activated process, the relationship between diffusion coefficient and temperature can be expressed by the Arrhenius equation:
where D 0 is the constant, Q the activation energy of diffusion, k the Boltzmann constant. When the system includes an extrinsic defect such as impurity, Q is often considered to be its migration energy. On the contrary, for the system from which extrinsic defects were excluded, Q corresponds to the sum of the formation energy of an intrinsic defect and its migration energy. Figure 1 is the Arrhenius plot of diffusion coefficients of oxygen and uranium, and shows the potential function dependence. The diffusion coefficient of oxygen was calculated for perfect crystal and the supercell including Shottky defect, but that of uranium was calculated with Schottky defect. Arima potential function gives the smallest diffusion coefficient of oxygen and uranium, and other potential functions give comparable results. This may result from the difference in the degree of the ionicity which is z i in the potential function. In fact, ionicities of Arima, Yakub and Basak potential functions were 67.5%, 55.5% and 60%, respectively. In reference [17] , it was shown that Yakub and Basak potential functions gave larger thermal expansions than Arima potential function at high temperatures just below melting point, which means the former potential functions relatively softer than latter one.
Results and discussion
Diffusion mechanism and comparison with literature data.
For the perfect UO 2 crystal, common features of oxygen diffusion can be found among potential functions described above, which means (1) superionic diffusion just below MP; (2) lattice diffusion in middle temperatures; (3) oxygen vacancy diffusion in low temperatures. For uranium, only vacancy diffusion was found in high temperatures. Figure 2 shows PCFs (pair-correlation function) of (a) oxygen-oxygen and (b) uranium-uranium, which was calculated using Arima potential function. In this figure, the supercell completely melted at 4800 K. The PCF of O-O at 4000 K, i.e. superionic state, is like one at 4800 K, and on the contrary, one at 3000 K still maintains the crystal state because nearest-neighbour peak around 0.4 nm can be clearly observed in Fig. 2 (a) . As shown in Fig. 2 (b) , peaks in PCF of U-U were somewhat broaden but still remains the crystal state until melting point. Table 1 summarizes activation energies related to diffusion and formation energies of defects, together with literature data [19, 20] . Activation energies of superionic state and lattice diffusion in perfect crystal were obtained for high temperatures just below MP and middle temperatures, respectively. Migration energy of oxygen diffusion which corresponds to vacancy diffusion in super cell including Schottky defect was obtained in the low temperature region. Formation energies of Frenkel and Schottky defects were calculated by difference in total energy between crystal with defects and perfect one. The activation energy of superionic state is smaller than that of lattice diffusion, which means that oxygen may behave like a liquid in this temperature region, and that many lattice defects such as Frenkel defects may be generated. The activation energy of lattice diffusion of oxygen is considered to be the sum of formation energy of Frenkel defect and migration energy of oxygen vacancy: Figure 3 shows the oxygen diffusion coefficient obtained from MD calculation with Arima potential function, together with experimental data. These experimental data was evaluated for single crystal [6] and polycrystal with O/M=2.0-2.002 [3] [4] [5] [6] . On the other hand, activation energy of lattice diffusion of uranium could not be directly obtained from MD calculation, and therefore, these values were calculated by the equation in Table 1 . Fifth column of Table 1 shows that Arima potential functions gave the activation energy almost comparable to experimental data, and Yakub and Basak potential functions gave relatively smaller ones. In Fig. 4 , uranium diffusion from MD calculation is compared to literature data experimentally measured [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . Literature data of Pu is also plotted in this figure since the difference in the diffusion coefficient between Pu and U in UO 2 is considered to be small [12] . The extrapolation from calculated results at high temperatures seems to be almost comparable to experimental data obtained especially for single crystals. 
Grain boundary diffusion
Characteristics of grain-boundary of fluorite UO 2 .
Grain-boundary structures were well modelled by the CSL theory. For example, Fig. 5 shows the snapshot of supercell including Σ5(031)/[100] GB at the temperature of 2000 K. At the centre and both sides of supercell, the disordered phase can be observed, which corresponds to GB interface. Around the GBs, particle densities of O and U were relatively low, and their potential energies were high. Figure 6 shows that the GB energy depends on the misorientation angle, where GB energy is defined as the increase in lattice energy divided by the area of GB interface. Fig. 7 (b) . Diffusion coefficients of oxygen of GBs obtained from MD calculations were plotted in Fig. 3 , together with literature data [3] [4] [5] [6] . It has been demonstrated from the aspect of experiments that diffusion coefficients of oxygen are comparable for bulk and GBs. Our simulation result also shows that diffusion coefficients of GBs are almost comparable each other and approach to bulk one at very high temperatures. However, it elucidates that at low temperatures, diffusion coefficient of oxygen clearly depends on the GB structure. Table 2 summaries the activation energies of GBs, which shows that the activation energy decreases with an increase of the misorientation angle. In Fig. 8 , MD diffusion coefficients of uranium of GBs were compared to experimental data. Although experimental data measured by Sabioni [10] was smaller than others, difference in diffusion coefficient between bulk and GBs is found to be the orders of approximately 5 to 6 around 2000 K, as shown in Figs. 4 and 8. Our simulation data also show that diffusion coefficient of GBs is much larger than that of bulk, and in addition, extrapolation from MD results are almost comparable to experimental data given by Reynolds [10] . For uranium diffusion, the activation energy is a little scattered, but it shows the almost same trend as that of oxygen. As the misorientation angle increases, oxygen and uranium, both are more activated because of increase of potential energy, and hence, their self-diffusions become more significant at GBs. In Fig. 7 (b) , the nearest-neighbour (first) peak of PCF of U-U has the shoulder at greater than 0.4 nm, which means the disordered phase of U sublattice. Thus, it is possible that uranium behaves as a liquid at GBs like oxygen, and consequently, GB diffusions is much greater than bulk one.
Diffusion mechanism and comparison with literature data.
Conclusion
Diffusion behaviours of oxygen and uranium in UO 2 were investigated for bulk and GBs using MD calculation with the BMH interatomic potential function. Oxygen remained in superionic state at high temperatures just below MP, and migrated on its sub-lattice sites accompanying formation of Frenkel defects at middle temperatures. At low temperatures, oxygen vacancies as Shottky defect migrated with relatively low migration energy. Uranium was allowed to move via its vacancy extrinsically introduced as Schottky defect in high temperatures. Diffusion energy of oxygen in stoichiometric UO 2 Large green ball is oxygen, and small blue one is uranium. comparable to experimental data could be directly calculated, and also uranium as well as oxygen could be indirectly evaluated by estimation of migration energies and formation energies of Frenkel and Shottky defects. For bulk diffusion, it was clear that the potential function significantly affected the diffusion coefficients but it did not alter the diffusion mechanism. Diffusion behaviours in GBs modelled by the CSL theory, i.e. Σ41, Σ13, Σ5 and Σ29, were investigated. For GBs of fluorite UO 2 , the lattice energy including GBs increased as the misorientation angle increased. Consequently, the diffusion coefficient increased and its activation energy decreased as an increase of the misorientation angle. For GBs with a large misorientation angle such as Σ5, the disordered phase like a liquid was observed, which means an activated state in GBs. Therefore, GB diffusion was much larger than bulk diffusion. 
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